Q&A with Nicolas David Ngan
How did you first find out about the system you describe in Your Soul Contract
Decoded?
In 1990, at the beginning of my spiritual journey of awakening, I walked into a hotel
room in Phoenix, Arizona, as part of a week long spiritual training called the Carousel
of Growth. This was for a Spiritual Numerology of Moses Reading with Frank Alper,
who originally channelled this work through in the 1980s. He converted my birth
certificate name into phonetic Hebrew sounds on a Star of David. Out of these phonetic
sounds he extracted the equivalent Hebrew numbers. Over the next hour Frank used
interpretations of these numbers to completely decode my entire life. He put all of my
disparate life experiences into place, and I saw the complete order and truth that was
present. My life made sense for the first time. I no longer felt lost and without direction,
and I no longer felt that life was some strange mystery where seemingly random events
kept happening to me. At last, I finally understood why all those things had happened,
and that there was an underlying Spiritual Map to it all created by my soul. I had
connected to my Life Purpose for the very first time, and that resonated within me at a
very deep soul level. I had come home and had found myself at last.
Is it true that all you need is the names on your birth certificate to figure out the plan
of your life? If so, how could that be?
Sound is creative. The first sound was the sound of God creating Creation. As above so
below. Your soul chooses the sounds of your birth certificate name very carefully in
order to create the incarnate experiences it desires. When you are named at birth and
this is registered on the birth certificate this fully activates your Soul Contract. The
sounds vibrations of your name are contained in your DNA and throughout your
physical and energetic bodies. These radiate out to the reality and by the Law of
Attraction create your reality in each moment. The Spiritual Map of your life is
decoded by converting your written birth certificate name into the equivalent phonetic
Hebrew sounds Out of these phonetic sounds we extract the equivalent Hebrew
numbers. When we analyse these numbers on a Star of David we obtain seven aspects
which describe the Spiritual Map of your life. These are the karma/challenges you face,
the talents you have to overcome them and the goals/dreams you hope to achieve in
life. This is in both the physical and spiritual areas of your life. The sum total of these
six aspects produce your soul/life purpose.

The book contains a set of really interesting, unique symbols that form the basis of
your Soul Contract. Where did they come from?
The symbols associated with the 22 Ancient Hebrew letters used on the Soul Contract
Reading work, come from Spirit and were channelled through Frank Alper, the creator
of this system of divination. They are like energy antennae and draw in the frequencies
of each letter. They talk energetically to you, transmitting the meaning of that particular
letter.

What are the benefits that readers can expect from working with your book?
1. As we move beyond 2012 , spiritual seekers are feeling an increasingly strong urge
from within to connect with and manifest their soul/life purpose. They are seeking
out tools and knowledge to awaken to this purpose and are doing what ever it takes
to achieve this. This book is the answer to that search.
2. It reveals the spiritual map of life for a reader and carries the highest level of truth of
what creates their subjective reality in each moment and teaches them an entire
methodology and associated recommendations for living a much more fulfilling life.
3. Overall the reader will:
3.1.Discover that they are in the perfect place in their lives, whatever the situation
they are in, and how to move forward from there
3.2. Receive the right tools to overcome the life challenges they face and deliver their
gift of service to the world.
3.3. Identify their core strengths and learn how to maximise their expression
3.4. Connect with and start to manifest their dreams
3.5. Access and start to manifest their soul destiny/life purpose
3.6. Deeply understand those close to them
3.7. Feel empowered to transform their life

How can I get a taster reading done?
Please
email
us
with
the
yscdsupport@centerforconsciousascension.net

following

information

to

1. My Birth Certificate names are e.g. Michel Wilhelm Sampson:
2. If you have a non-english name, can you also let us know which language(s) each
word in your name was pronounced in when your parents named you.
E.g. 1. French, 2. German, 3. English
3. We also need to hear how your name is pronounced in order to get the correct
phonetic sounds for it. So, could you please make us an MP3 recording of your
name said once at normal speed, then repeat it three times more slowly so we can
hear the nuances of the sounds. You can use the online voice recorder at
http://vocaroo.com/ and send us the link it generates.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

My Current name is:
My date of birth is MM/DD/YYYY:
My Skype ID for the reading is:
My land line number including country code is:(backup to skype):
My Mobile Number is (Just in case we need to check the pronunication of your
name):
9. My Country is:
10. My Time Zone is:
11. The date and time (GMT) I would like for my reading from your schedule at
http://www.centerforconsciousascension.net/schedule.php
Doing Soul Contract work is a second career for you. What were you doing before?
I studied chemical engineering in New Zealand, and worked in research and then in the
oil industry implementing artificial intelligence marketing systems. I travelled
extensively throughout South East Asia experiencing how spirituality was much more a
part of people’s everyday lives than in the West. I taught English as a second language
in Tokyo, and worked in technical translation rewriting. I then travelled around
Western Europe, absorbing all the Old World culture,
From 1990 I worked in London at Inmarsat (International Mobile Satellite Organisation)
in global mobile satellite communications on the commercial development of cutting
edge global communication services such as hand-held satellite phones, broadband at
your seat in airliners, enhancing aircraft navigation, eventually becoming a project

manager. During this time I was travelling to the Arizona regularly to receive my
spiritual training. I also started a weekend alternative therapy practice.
In 1996 while on a spiritual holiday in Spain, I woke up one morning and as I observed
the sunrise, felt deep inside that I could no longer do my corporate job. Something
much deeper was calling me. I left the corporate world in 1997 and travelled to the
Americas and Asia and was guided to visit many sacred sites and went up high in the
Andes and the Himalayas. I was being reconnected to high frequency spiritual energies.
This was preparation and awakening for the next stage of my life. I ended up returning
to London in 1998 and turned my weekend alternative therapy practice into a full time
spiritual business. I transitioned from chemical to soul engineer, from the scientific to
the spiritual mind. Helping people to uncover, reconnect to and express the gifts of
their soul. In 2002, I established the Center for Conscious Ascension with Dr Ahlmeirah
Ariel Hallaire as a vehicle for accelerating the raising of human consciousness.
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